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HySecurity Introduces “Smart” Pad-Mounted Swing Gate Operator: 
SwingSmart DC™ 
 
 
On May 1, 2009 HySecurity officially introduced 
SwingSmart DC 20. The electromechanical, 
pad-mounted, battery backup swing gate 
operator meets the same standards as the 
heavy duty, hydraulic gate operators on which 
HySecurity’s 30-year industry reputation is built.  
 
“Installers were asking for an easy to install, 
intelligent, durable, and reliable swing gate 
operator specifically for residential and 
commercial applications,” says Richard Woltjer, 
Vice President of Marketing at HySecurity. 
“We’re giving them everything they asked for 
and more. They will be shocked when they 
realize how easy we’ve made installing and 
programming this operator.” 
 
Providing an easy installation, regardless of installer experience level was one of HySecurity’s top priorities when 
developing SwingSmart. From the extra large conduit cutout and chassis carrying handles to the durable and easy to 
remove clamshell cover, HySecurity engineered powerful and demanded installer benefits into SwingSmart. The swing 
gate operator offers time saving features including an easy adjustment linkage arm, forgiving swivel connection between 
arm and gate bracket, intelligent Smart DC Controller™, auto-synchronizing gate technology, full 32 character LCD, easy 
to use control board programming buttons, and more. 
 
“The machines have a forgiving arm geometry that allows for variations in site conditions,” says Russell Enos of Citiworks 
Inc. who has 24 years of experience in access controls. Citiworks Inc. was chosen from hundreds of applicants for 
involvement in the SwingSmart beta testing program which began in 2008. One early SwingSmart was installed at a high 
security Exxon Mobile dock in Rhode Island and continues its high cycle, trouble free operation today. 

 
SwingSmart will reliably operate large, heavy gates in the coldest, hottest, most 
humid, driest, saltiest, brutal environments. Joe Kuppe, President of Barnum Gate 
Services, Inc. in Forest Lake, MN was another critical participant in SwingSmart’s 
extensive beta testing program. “We were impressed with the installation and blown 
away by the toughness and strength of such a small operator moving our 1200 lb. 
gate,” says Kuppe. “We experienced temperatures of 30 degrees below zero this 
winter and SwingSmart never once gave us any issues.” 
 
HySecurity is currently working to fulfill hundreds of SwingSmart pre-orders. 
SwingSmart is available for purchase through all HySecurity authorized distributors. 
To find a distributor near you, contact HySecurity at (800) 321-9947. 


